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Veronica Drake is a dynamic internationally recognized spiritual intuitive and
mentor. As a sought-after Keynote and Motivational Speaker, and frequent
radio/podcast guest, her down to earth, relatable approach is a magnet for people
of all ages and places. She has been called a ‘life changer’, ‘guardian angel and
cheerleader rolled into one’, and ‘coach, intuitive and magician.’ Since her
entrepreneurial start in 2009, her business has grown dramatically, including past
live readings as the foundational start to identify soul blockages for spiritual
healing.

Veronica stands out in the field of Spiritual Messengers and Psychic Mediums with
her “no woo woo” approach with individuals, groups and online followers. Her
credo is “Take a Spiritual Journey” and she not only communicates messages from
Spirit, she coaches people to listen with confidence to their own spiritual voice. Her
2023 Year of the Soul keynote programs include CALM©a step by step process to
help you to manage anxiety, develop your intuition, and build your confidence
to get the answers you are searching for.

Veronica's breadth and depth of hands-on interaction and intuitive experience
gives her a unique spiritual understanding and teaching ability to positively impact
people’s lives. She has connected with people in over 150 countries exploring the
human experience in cultures around the world. She helps women connect to Spirit
from many walks of life such as business professionals, people in the health and
entertainment industries, and a fun group of empty nesters. 

Veronica realized she had ‘the gift’ at age 25, when she was visited by her beloved
grandfather after he had unexpectedly passed away. But it wasn’t until years later,
when she was at an incredibly low point in her life, that she knew her gift was to be
shared. Veronica had decided to take her life and was attempting to crash her car
into the side of a bridge. What happened next was remarkable. In her words:
“Within seconds of putting my foot full force on the peddle I felt an incredible
warmth come over me. Suddenly, my car felt VERY full. I knew I wasn’t alone. Then
I heard, ‘we have you, we’ve always had you.’ I knew it was my angels. And there
began my journey into developing and sharing my gifts.”

Veronica Drake embodies compassion. “The things I am most passionate about in
life are Spirit, FREEDOM, simplicity, being kind and teaching people how to use
their own psychic abilities.”  Oh, and coffee. Veronica is a BIG fan of coffee.
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Mission: Helping women grow their confidence, develop their intuition and
find their purpose.
Vision: Veronica envisions all women living a confident, empowered and
intuitive driven life!
Specialty: Focuses on empowering women to live beyond their five senses
so that they can gain access to all parts of their lives including their past
lives to reveal blocks in present day life that keep them stuck. Using her
psychic abilities of clairvoyance, clairaudience and mediumship
communication, she walks you through the process of introducing you to
your own inner guidance to jumpstart your journey to revealing your
purpose.

Veronica Drake is in the Spirit Voice business. As a trained Spiritual Messenger,
Life Coach and certified Metaphysical Spiritual Counselor, Veronica began her
life’s passion in 2009 by sharing her psychic medium abilities with others to
support positive personal transformation. Since then, her entrepreneurial spirit
work has significantly grown, with high demand services like past life readings.

The cornerstone of Veronica’s vibrant business is “Take a Spiritual Journey”
where she provides psychic support to people based on her core tenets of:

Veronica has evolved her life-changing 2023 Year of the Soul keynote
program offerings that connect clients to spirit. These offerings are:

CALM©, An innovative approach to a quiet mind and meaningful spirit
communication that heals people.

Going Within™ is Veronica’s method of creating clear consistent conversation
with the Spirit world, is for open-minded people who are very, very, very
serious about communicating with the spirit world in a simple, practical way.

Veronica Drake believes we all have intuitive psychic abilities since birth. She
has developed multiple opportunities for sharing her divine gifts so anyone can
learn to work with Spirit. 
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 Veronica Drake's 2023 Year of the Soul keynote programs include:

CALM© is Veronica’s innovative approach to helping people manage anxiety,
develop their intuition, and build their confidence to get the answers they are
searching for. 

Going Within© to Spirit Veronica’s method of creating clear consistent
conversation with the Spirit world, for open-minded people who are very,
very, very serious about communicating with the spirit world in a simple,
practical way. This home study course is the step-by-step system Veronica
uses to communicate with Spirit daily. Going Within© is geared to take
confidence, awareness and natural abilities to a DRAMATICALLY higher level.
The program is delivered as an online learning and resource center for
anyone who wants to journey more deeply into their psychic and mediumship
development with a strong emphasis on self-development. “I have taken the
20 plus years I’ve invested into my spiritual growth, working with thousands of
clients and created an online school focusing on psychic and mediumship
development, cutting all the fluffy woo woo stuff out and getting down to the
basics.”

Veronica Drake has earned high accolades for her programs from both clients
and industry, including nearly 100% 5-star ratings, over 50% repeat clients.
She has numerous keynote speakership guest appearances such as on the
very popular Channeling Erik and Marla Martinson series.

2023 Year of the Soul Keynote Programs
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Spiritual Development Shown to Reduce Anxiety and Depression

The world has experienced a dramatic 25% overall increase in anxiety and
depression triggered by COVID-19, according to the World Health
Organization (WHO), and young people and women are hit worst. The
American Institute of Stress reported in September 2022, “About 33% of
people report feeling extreme stress, 77% percent of people experience
stress that affects their physical health, and 73% percent of people have stress
that impacts their mental health.”

The desperate need for emotional support to help people reduce anxiety and
depression is tremendous. Spiritual development services is one such option.
Psychic Medium and Spiritual Life Coach, Veronica Drake, shares from the
Spiritual Science Research Foundation, “Spiritual research has shown us that
up to 80% of the problems in a person’s life can have their root in the spiritual
dimension.” 

In support of spiritual wellness,Veronica Drake provides clients with a step-
by-step process to instantly access their inner calmness. The process, known
as CALM© (clear, acknowledge, label, message), involves helping people
quiet their minds so that they can begin to understand who they really
are.CALM© is a key topic taught in her successful membership group called
Going Within.

Veronica Drake is a dynamic internationally recognized spiritual intuitive and
psychic medium. Her mission is helping women grow their confidence,
develop their intuition, and find their soul’s purpose. A sought-after Keynote
and Motivational Speaker, and frequent radio/podcast guest, her down-to-
earth relatable approach is a magnet for people of all ages and places. She
has been called a ‘life changer’, ‘guardian angel and cheerleader rolled into
one’, and ‘coach, intuitive and magician.’ Since her entrepreneurial start in
2009, her business has grown dramatically, including past live readings as the
foundational start to identify soul blockages for spiritual healing.
www.veronicadrake.com
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"She will move you, provoke you, and empower you”
“Veronica Drake is the real deal! She is taking the radio and podcast world by
storm with her incredible depth of spiritual knowledge, mixed with her
genuine compassion for all human beings. Warm, transparent, and sassy,
Veronica is an emerging star in the mind-body-spirit sector of personal
growth information. She will move you, provoke you, and empower you …
leaving you with a feeling of wanting to be in her presence even more!"
 —Dr. Jarrod Spencer, PsyD, founder of Mind of the Leader
 
“She reveals things in your being that are powerful to your path”
“[Veronica] has a wonderful, sweet and feminine energy that guides you easily
into yourself …and reveals things in your being that are powerful to your path. I
was very excited to have learned some things I was not allowing myself to
know … She is gifted.”
 —Mariel Hemingway, actress, author

“She is authentic and communicates with open heart and soul”
“Her messages stream through her innate ability to sense and interpret
source, divine impulses, your higher self and beloved ones with reverence,
compassion and insight. Her intention is to provide clarity and create a
pathway for healing – a blessing along our unique journeys.”
 —Christina
 
“She is a life changer”
“A beautiful soul filled with love and light that only wants to make things well
in YOUR life! I love her and she has raised me up and set me on my way to
healing on every level, mind, body and Spirit.”
 —Lisa C.
 
“I was blown away”
“She has no idea who I am or my history, back-ground, my profile is private
and every bit of information that I was provided was on point. I started my soul
journal and look forward to the daily messages and often go back to my
reading. Things are changing in my life and it’s because of the direction and
guidance I was provided.”
 —M. Powell 

Testimonials
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“You are a gift!”
“She provided clarity in multiple areas of my life professionally and personally. I
was pleasantly surprised by the intuitive knowledge she communicated. She is
extremely passionate about what she does, and she has a deep level of
understanding on spiritual guidance.”
 —Terrie M
 
“Veronica is the TRUTH”
“I was a little leery about getting a reading. Is this what a Christian who believes
in Christ does? Let me assure you that she is in line with her beliefs in our
Creator. A gift such as hers can only be given from God and she is using it to
help women free themselves from the bondage that we pack on from life.
There is no hocus pocus, no magic spells, ONLY TRUTH.”
 —Rhonda N.

“A very emotional and powerfully-clarifying session”
“I had a very emotional and powerfully-clarifying session. I’m very grateful to
Veronica Drake and recommend a session with her if you are looking for clarity
or support with where you’re heading!!”
 —Michelle Summer Fike | pumpkinmoonfarm.com
 
“She is a guardian angel and cheerleader all rolled into one”
“I had the most extraordinary experience. This woman, who had not laid eyes
on me personally, was spot on in so many areas of my life, as if she traveled
the path with me over the past 50 years. In a loving, supportive way, she was
able to help me uncover hidden blocks to what it is I want in my life. She was
also able to assist me in discovering the next steps to living the bliss I truly
desire.”
 —Edie Weinstein-Moser
 
“Veronica is a coach, intuitive, magician, and game changer”
”A magician because she can make that junk disappear. You know the junk we
have been carrying around for so long that it has become a part of us - those
limiting beliefs and thoughts. A game changer as she teaches us what the
game is...  your life - who and what you are but most of all who you are meant
to be. She understands and relates to people’s issues. She is one of us.”
 —Bradley, Toronto 
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Interview with Ukraine’s President Volodymyr Zelensky’s Higher Self
The Afterlife Interview with Betty White
How to Release Trapped Negative Emotions
Some Truths About Mediums and More
Stephen Paddock Afterlife Interview (Vegas Shooter)

Veronica Drakes has produced hundreds of videos on relevant spiritual and
psychic medium topics, including live channeling.  

Feature Videos for Veronica's 2023 Year of the Soul include:

and more.

Social Media
Guest Speakership
Over 100 Interviews

Website
150+ Countries reached
18,000 New visitors
www.VeronicaDrake.com

YouTube
13,400 Subscribers
youtube.com/VeronicaDrake62

Facebook
26,000 Followers
www.facebook.com/VeronicaDrake62
 

https://www.veronicadrake.com/
https://youtube.com/VeronicaDrake62
https://www.facebook.com/VeronicaDrake62


START WITH A CALM© SESSION  

2023 Year of the Soul
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